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Materials data and their structure

Level Properties Methods Size

I
Atomic positions and nuclear charges,
properties of free atoms, symmetry, 
temperature, pressure

Input: definition of material
gene

10 kB 
-

10 MB

II
Total energy, electron density, potential, 
wavefunctions, atomic forces, optimized
geometry, elastic constants, etc.

Density-functional theory
(DFT) and ab initio
molecular dynamics (MD)

10 MB 
-

10 TB

III
Excitation energies, dielectric screening, 
matrix elements of Coulomb interaction, etc.
optical spectra, electrical conductivity, 
phonon spectra, thermal conductivity, etc.

Many-body perturbation
theory (MBPT), 
DF perturbation theory, 
ab initio MD

1 GB
-

1 TB

IV
Efficiency of solar cell, thermoelectric figure of
merit, turn-over frequency of catalyst, etc. 
as a function of temperature and pressure

Modeling, output derived
from levels I-III
phenotype

10 kB
-

1 MB

The amount of materials data produced on 
workstations, compute clusters, and 
supercomputers is growing exponentially.
Most of it is thrown away ….



Waste-heat recovery

Thermoelectric generator



Waste-heat recovery

What makes a good thermoelectric?
Figure of merit ZT with

Problem: 
High electrical conductivity σ and low thermal conductivity κ
is required

𝑍𝑍 =
𝜎𝜎 𝑆𝑆2

𝜅𝜅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒0 + 𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑝
S  Seebeck coefficient
σ electronic conductivity
κ thermal conductivity
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10 kB
-

1 MB

Much of the value of high-throughput 
calculations is wasted without deeper 
Big-Data driven analysis of the results 



The NOMAD Repository

https://repository.nomad-coe.eu

Data is the raw material of the 21st century
The NOMAD (Novel Materials Discovery)
Repository was established to host, 
organize, and share materials data.

The NOMAD Repository accepts input 
and output files of all major codes. 

Currently, the NOMAD Repository 
contains 45 Mio. calculations.



raw data

raw data

raw data
user

raw data

raw data

NOMAD 
Laboratory raw data

Exponential increase …



The NOMAD Archive

Code-independent representation of the computed properties

Nomenclature, data representation, and file formats of the 
input and output files of the community codes are very 
heterogenous
Normalization requires definition of metadata



The NOMAD Encyclopedia

A materials-oriented view on the Archive data that allows for
seeing, comparing, exploring, and understanding.

Whatever property of a given material
has been computed, is easily accessible
through a user-friendly graphical user
interface.
This spans from structural features, to
mechanical behavior, thermal properties,
electronic structure, transport characte-
ristics, and the response to light and
other excitations.

https://encyclopedia-gui.nomad-coe.eu/



The NOMAD Encyclopedia



Seeing helps understanding!

Remote visualization
Enables users to interactively perform comprehensive data 
visualization tasks on their computers without having to deal with 
hardware or software installations

Graphics implemented in Encyclopedia
Virtual-reality tools
Working on very different devices

From a few to order mio €

Can we see electron-hole pairs?



Big-Data Analytics

Identify correlations and structure in the data
Enable scientists and engineers to 
identify materials for potential use 
in novel products and to decide which 
materials should be the focus of 
future studies.

https://analytics-toolkit.nomad-coe.eu/
Descriptor d1
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materials



Sustainablity

Infrastructure Industrial exploitation
Encyclopedia

Data AnalyticsData Archive

10 years from last upload
guaranteed by MPG Further developments?



Sustainability
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